HB20-1360  2020-21 Long Bill
    Esgar and Moreno

HB20-1361  Reduce The Adult Dental Benefit
    Esgar, McCluskie and Moreno, Zenzinger

HB20-1362  Limit Increase to Medicaid Nursing Facility Rates
    McCluskie, Ransom and Zenzinger

HB20-1363  Repeal Report On Increase Rate For Direct Support
    McCluskie, Ransom and Moreno, Rankin

HB20-1384  Wraparound Services For Eligible at-Risk Children
    Esgar, McCluskie and Moreno

HB20-1385  Use Of Increased Medicaid Match
    Esgar, McCluskie and Moreno, Zenzinger

HB20-1386  Use Fees For Med Assistance Prog Gen Fund Offset
    McCluskie and Moreno

HB20-1364  Repeal Opioid Awareness Program & Appropriation
    Esgar, Ransom and Moreno, Zenzinger

HB20-1365  Sustain Funding History Colorado
    Esgar, McCluskie and Rankin, Moreno

HB20-1367  Reallocate State Sales & Use Tax To General Fund
    Ransom and Moreno

HB20-1387  Transfers From Unexpended County Reimbursements
    Esgar and Moreno

HB20-1388  Statutory Provisions Divert Gen Fund Reversions
    Ransom and Zenzinger

HB20-1389  Suspend Transfers Child Welfare Services Cash Fund
    McCluskie, Ransom and Moreno, Zenzinger

HB20-1390  Discontinue Div Youth Services Trauma Pilot Prog
    Esgar, Ransom and Moreno, Rankin
HB20-1391  Behavioral Health Programs Appropriations  
Esgar, McCluskie and Moreno, Zenzinger

HB20-1392  Council & Parking Prog For Persons With Disability  
Esgar, Ransom and Zenzinger

HB20-1368  Delay Implementation Of House Bill 19-1229  
McCluskie, Ransom and Zenzinger, Rankin

HB20-1393  Expand Mental Health Diversion Pilot Program  
Esgar, McCluskie and Zenzinger, Rankin

HB20-1394  PERA Judicial Div Contribution Rate Modification  
McCluskie, Ransom and Moreno, Rankin

HB20-1395  End WORK Act Grants Transfer Money To General Fund  
McCluskie, Ransom and Moreno, Rankin

HB20-1396  Work Force Dev Council Online Career Platform  
Esgar, McCluskie and Zenzinger, Rankin

HB20-1369  Reduce Prosecution Training Appropriation  
McCluskie, Ransom and Zenzinger, Rankin

HB20-1370  Transfers From Unclaimed Property Trust Fund Hous  
Esgar, McCluskie and Moreno, Rankin

HB20-1371  Delay Substance Use & Mental Hlth Servs Grant Prog  
Esgar, McCluskie and Moreno, Zenzinger

HB20-1372  Operational Fund Mined Land Reclamation Repeal  
Esgar, McCluskie and Rankin

HJR20-1008  Declaring Fiscal Emergency For Use Of Tobacco Tax  
Esgar, McCluskie and Moreno, Zenzinger

HB20-1373  Use Of Tobacco Revenues Under Fiscal Emergency  
Esgar, McCluskie and Moreno, Zenzinger

HB20-1374  Repeal Waste Grease Program  
Esgar, Ransom and Zenzinger, Rankin

HB20-1397  Eliminate CDPHE Support Of Certain Boards  
McCluskie, Ransom and Moreno, Zenzinger
**HB20-1375** Repeal Law Enforcement Grant Approp Roll-forward
Ransom and Zenzinger, Rankin

**HB20-1377** Fund Controlled Maintenance Projects
Esgar, McCluskie and Zenzinger, Rankin

**HB20-1378** Capital-related Transfers Of Money
Esgar, McCluskie and Moreno, Zenzinger

**HB20-1398** Modify Automatic Funding Mechanism For Cap Constr
Esgar, McCluskie and Rankin

**HB20-1379** Suspend Direct Distribution To PERA For 2020-21 FY
Ransom and Rankin

**HB20-1380** Move Tobacco Litig Settlement Moneys General Fund
McCluskie, Ransom and Moreno, Zenzinger

**HB20-1381** Cash Fund Transfers General Fund
Ransom and Zenzinger, Rankin

**HB20-1382** Repeal Cash Funds With General Fund Reversions
McCluskie, Ransom and Moreno, Rankin

**HB20-1383** Reduce The General Fund Reserve
Esgar, Ransom and Moreno, Rankin

**HB20-1399** Suspend Limited Gaming Tax Transfers To Cash Funds
Esgar, McCluskie and Moreno, Rankin

**HB20-1400** Temp Mod Of Ltd Gaming Tax Revenue Allocation
Esgar, McCluskie and Moreno, Zenzinger

**HB20-1401** Marijuana Tax Cash Fund Spending & Transfer
Esgar, Ransom and Moreno, Rankin